Lisen Tablet Stand and Holder Adjustable, Tablet Holder for Desk,
Thick Case Friendly iPad Holder Stand Compatible with(4.7"-13") iPad
Pro 12.9,10.9,10.2, Air Mini 4 3 2, Fire, Tab, Nexus, Kindle Review-2021

NEVER FALL OFF: LISEN Tablet Stand Holder Has Been Upgraded Stability from 3 Aspects:
strengthen elastic silica metal clip, sturdy and thickened all-metal support rod, upgraded solid
all-metal round base with thickened EVA pad, which makes it super stable to support all Tablets.
WIDE COMPATIBILITY & CASE FRIENDLY: Desktop tablet stand is compatible with 4.7"-13"
devices, such as iPad Pro 12.9 / 9.7, iPad 1/2 / 3/4, iPad Air 2, iPad Mini 1/2 / 3/ 4, iPhone 12 Pro
Max, Surface Pro series, Galaxy Tab series, and so on, no need to remove the phone case while
using.
BEST VIEWING STAND: Lisen tablet holder stands to allow for a 90-degree angle or even a
downward angle shot of your face and providing you with perfect ergonomic eye-level height. When
you have online lessons, zoom school, or as a work monitor. No longer have to bow your head, No
longer there are enlarged or incomplete faces in the video.
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT & ANGLE: This iPad stand holder is height angle, the bendable metal rod
360Â° adjustable, which can fit People of any height kids/man/women to find the most comfortable
viewing ergonomic angles and height.
WE CARE ABOUT YOU: This item comes with a 100% satisfied worry-free Customer Service. If the
iPad holder encountered usage problems, please directly contact seller AI-Direct for a free
replacement. We'll try our best to provide our customers with the most sincere service!SILICONE
CLIP
The elastic design firmly clamps the tablet, never falls off, with a silicone pad to better protect your
tablet
HOLLOWED-OUT DESIGN
Not affecting the use of button and other accessories
HEAVY-DUTY BASE ANTI-SLIP DESIGN
The solid all-metal base is fully covered by an EVA foam pad, thus providing maximum protection for
your device from any scratches and slides. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

